Veterans Writing Workshop

Are you a veteran?

Have you ever felt a gap between vets and civilians?

Your story can help bridge the gap, and we can help you tell it.

Register for the inaugural UNC Veterans Writing Workshop!

Veterans and students at UNC Chapel Hill are bringing to you a writing workshop designed to empower veterans with narrative and storytelling strategies so that they may share their own military experiences.

This is a student led and organized event.

Who: Area veterans

What: A workshop to help you tell your story (coffee and lunch provided)

When: April 27th, 2019,
10:30am to 4pm

Where: Room 3408
Carolina Student Union
209 South Rd, Chapel Hill, NC 27599

Workshop will be preceded by a panel of GWOT veterans now working in the humanities discussing storytelling and how the American cultural conceptions of the military and war affected their notions of service both before and after their time in uniform.

Register here: https://unc.live/2E7NIjl

Follow on Social Media: Twitter: @UNCVetsWriting or Facebook.com/UNCVetsWriting

For more information visit: https://hpg.unc.edu/home/uncvetswriting/

or contact Davis Winkie: jdavisw@live.unc.edu
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